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Churdhar is located in (Sirmour) district of the Indian state of Himachal Pradesh. The sanctuary is
named after the Churdhar Peak. Locals have named Churdhar peak after deity Shri Shirgul Maharaj or
Chureshwar Maharaj who used to live here in ancient times.
A Breathtaking View from the top of Churdhar Peak, Himachal Churdhar aka Churi-Chandni Dhar
(Bangles of snow ridge) is the highest peak in the outside Himalayan range. The peak is surrounded
with a 56 square km forest sanctuary, which make the trekking a delightful affair.
Churdhar (elevation of 12000 feet) is the highest peak in Sirmour district and is also the highest peak
in the outer Himalayas. The peak has a great religious significance for the people of Sirmour, Shimla,
Chaupal and Solan of Himachal Pradesh and Dehradun of Uttrakhand.
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Transportation from Delhi & Gurgaon
All Meal (03 Breakfast + 02 Lunch + 02 Dinner)
Accommodations in Camps
All Local Sightseeing
Driver Night Charges, Toll Tax & Parking Charges
Team Captain Throughout The Trip

Detailed Itinerary
02 Nights/03 Days
Day 1: Drive from Delhi to Nauradhar (2175 meters) and then an easy trek from
Nauradhar to Jam Nallah. (2855 meters)
Nauradhar is a small town where one can purchase basic essentials. Trek starts right from the center of this town.
First 2 km is a bit steep, and after that, it is a gradual incline through a forest of pine trees till Jam Nallah, our first-day camping
site.

Day 2: Moderate trek from Jam Nallah to Churdhar Peak (3655 meters) and return
During a trek of almost 5 hours, you don’t feel tired as the striking views, like that of the Kedarnath and Badrinath peaks, ranges
of Lahaul and Spiti, a thick forest full of chirping noises, Gujjars with their cattle and many more, keep your energy level up.
Also, a few other charming spots and temples, that you come across while you are on the way to Churdhar, make the journey
unforgettable. After that, we start our descend towards the campsite.

Day 3: Trek back from Jam Nallah to Nauradhar and then we drive back from Nauradhar to Delhi
We descend down from Jam Nallah to Nauradhar. It would take 3-4 hours to reach Nauradhar from Jam Nallah. Later we drive
back to Delhi from Nauradhar
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